Large responses in ferroic systems tend to arise at chemically induced phase boundaries (i.e., morphotropic phase boundaries, MPBs) where interconversion of nearly energetically degenerate phases is possible. At such boundaries, application of the appropriate stimulus (i.e., electric field, stress, etc.) allows one to control the constituent phase fractions thereby providing a route to colossal physical responses. [1] [2] [3] Such effects are present in PbZr 1−x Ti x O 3 (x = 0.48), [1] (1−x)PbMg 1/3 Nb 2/3 O 3 -(x)PbTiO 3 (PMN-PT) (x = 0.33), [4] rareearth doped BiFeO 3 , [5] [6] [7] [8] and other systems. [9] [10] [11] There are, however, only a limited number of systems that possess such boundaries and, therefore, alternative routes to generate such Leveraging competition between energetically degenerate states to achieve large field-driven responses is a hallmark of functional materials, but routes to such competition are limited. Here, a new route to such effects involving domain-structure competition is demonstrated, which arises from straininduced spontaneous partitioning of PbTiO 3 thin films into nearly energetically degenerate, hierarchical domain architectures of coexisting c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures. Using band-excitation piezoresponse force micro scopy, this study manipulates and acoustically detects a facile interconversion of different ferroelastic variants via a two-step, three-state ferroelastic switching process (out-of-plane polarized c + → in-plane polarized a → out-of-plane polarized c − state), which is concomitant with large nonvolatile electromechanical strains (≈1.25%) and tunability of the local piezoresponse and elastic modulus (>23%). It is further demonstrated that deterministic, nonvolatile writing/erasure of large-area patterns of this electromechanical response is possible, thus showing a new pathway to improved function and properties.
(BEPS) with acoustic detection, and phase-field modeling, we demonstrate a strain-regime (≈0.2-0.8%) wherein strain accommodation occurs by the formation of hierarchical domain architectures of coexisting c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures. In this regime, the c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures possess nearly degenerate energies and the two domain structures are individually unstable. This instability results in a spontaneous strain partitioning (akin to a strain-induced spinodal instability [25] ) into a complex mixture of c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures. This combination of features allows for facile interconversion among different ferroelastic variants resulting in a two-step, three-state switching process (out-of-plane polarized c + → in-plane polarized a → out-of-plane polarized c − state). Leveraging this capability to interconvert between in-and outof-plane polarized states, we demonstrate deterministic writing and erasure of ferroelastic domain structures with large outof-plane electromechanical strains (≈1.25%), large changes in local piezoresponse, and variations in elastic modulus (>23%).
Analytical phenomenological and phase-field models have been used to predict the strain and field evolution of domain structures in numerous ferroelectrics. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In PbTiO 3 specifically, a systematic evolution from monodomain and outof-plane polarized c domains at large compressive strains, to polydomain c/a domain structures (consisting of alternating c domains and in-plane polarized a domains) at small compressive or tensile strains, and finally to completely in-plane polarized a 1 /a 2 domains at large tensile strains has been predicted and observed (Figure 1a) . [31] [32] [33] Beyond these structures, phasefield models have suggested a complex domain structure coexistence near the c/a-a 1 /a 2 boundary. [28] Such potential domainstructure coexistence is reminiscent of phase competition, and thus, could provide a route to large field-driven effects. To explore this concept, we employed pulsed-laser deposition (Experimental Section) to grow 40 nm thick PbTiO 3 films on SrTiO 3 (001), DyScO 3 (110), GdScO 3 (110), and SmScO 3 (110) substrates corresponding to lattice misfit strains of −1.3%, −0.2%, 0.3%, and 0.7%, respectively (note that all values are relative to the pseudocubic lattice parameter of PbTiO 3 ; dashed lines, Figure 1a ). Following growth, detailed X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies ( Figure S1 and S2, Supporting Information), Figure S3 , Supporting Information) were conducted. In all cases the films were found to be single-phase, but the surface topography and the corresponding domain structures were dramatically different. Consistent with expectations of analytical phenomenological models, the topography and domain structure of the PbTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 ( Figure S3 , Supporting Information) and PbTiO 3 /DyScO 3 (Figure 1b ) heterostructures reveal predominantly c and c/a domain structures, respectively, wherein the a domain fraction increases with decreasing compressive strain. Similar studies of PbTiO 3 / GdScO 3 heterostructures (Figure 1c ), however, reveal the emergence of a complex hierarchical domain architecture consisting of a mixture of c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures that is not predicted in analytical phenomenological models. Further increasing the tensile strain, the PbTiO 3 /SmScO 3 heterostructures ( Figure 1d) show an a 1 /a 2 domain structure which has a small fraction of c/a domains indicating its nearness to the phase boundary between the hierarchical regime and the regime of a 1 /a 2 domain structure (inset, Figure 1d ).
Further analysis of the topography (Figure 2a ) and PFM (Figure 2b ,c) studies of the PbTiO 3 /GdScO 3 heterostructures reveal the nature of the hierarchical domain architecture. Two distinct regions are observed. First, the regions with elevated, saw-tooth-like topography and domain walls along the 〈100〉 pc (schematic inset, Figure 2b ) are found to be a type of distorted c/a domain structure. A line trace across this band (inset, Figure 2a ) reveals that the c and a domains are tilted by ≈1.17° and ≈0.75° relative to the substrate surface, respectively. The second region, corresponding to the recessed, flat topography, exhibits reduced out-of-plane and enhanced in-plane piezoresponse with 90° domain walls along the 〈110〉 pc (Figure 2c ); typical of a 1 /a 2 domain structures (schematic inset, Figure 2c ). Further insights into the various components of the hierarchical domain architectures can be obtained by comparing features in the nanoscale topography and piezoresponse images with 3D, synchrotron-based reciprocal space mapping (RSM) studies. An RSM about the 110-diffraction condition of the GdScO 3 substrate ( Figure 2d ) reveals film peaks corresponding to 00l-oriented c domains (out-of-plane lattice parameter of 4.104 Å, crystallographic tilt of 1.17°), and two versions of in-plane polarized a domains: (1) an untilted variant (corresponding to the classic a 1 /a 2 structure, with out-of-plane lattice parameter of 3.926 Å) and (2) a tilted variant (corresponding to the a domains in the c/a structure with an out-of-plane lattice parameter of 3.911 Å and a crystallographic tilt of 0.65°). These tilt angles match well with the scanning-probe-based measurements for the different regions (inset, Figure 2a ). Additionally, the large difference in the out-of-plane lattice parameters of the a domains within the c/a and the a 1 /a 2 domain structures is To understand the energetics and the nature of strain distribution in the hierarchical domain architectures, and to illuminate the mechanism behind the formation of this complex structure, we employed phase-field models (Experimental Section). In our models, we focused on the strain range from −2.5 to 2.5% and on obtaining the lowest-energy structure ( Figure S4 , Supporting Information). We observe that the domain structure evolves from monodomain c (≲−1%) to c/a (≈−0.5 to 0%, Figure 3a ) with decreasing compressive strain. Moving to tensile strain, at small values we note the nucleation of a 1 /a 2 domain structures; corresponding to the emergence of the hierarchical domain architectures (≈0.2-0.8%, Figure 3b ). Further increasing the tensile strain causes an increase in the fraction of a 1 /a 2 domain structures within the hierarchical domain architecture until eventually transforming into a classical a 1 /a 2 domain structure (≳1%, Figure 3c ). The overall lowest strain-energy landscape (black line, Figure 3d ) is characterized by the presence of two local minima separated by a region of negative curvature (akin to a strain-induced spinodal instability [25, 34, 35] ). We note that the hierarchical domain architectures are observed within this region of negative curvature and this region corresponds to a strain-energy landscape which is nearly degenerate. This is obvious when one probes how the domain structure fractions ( Figure S5 , Supporting Information) and various energies of the system (i.e., Landau, elastic, gradient, and electrostatic; Figure S6 , Supporting Information) evolve with misfit strain. While the electrical and gradient energies increase monotonically with increasing tensile strain, the dominant energies are found to be the elastic and Landau components and thus we focus our attention on the sum of these two energies within each constituent domain structure (multicolor line, Figure 3d ). These energies combine to drive the formation of the two local minima corresponding to monodomain c (−2.5 to −1%, blue circles, Figure 3d ) and the a 1 /a 2 (1.0-2.5%, green circles, Figure 3d , and c) a 1 /a 2 domain structure (1.5% strain). d) Corresponding strain-energy landscape (square points, black, solid curve) and the sum of Landau and elastic energy density within the constituent domain structure (circles, dashed line) including: c (blue circles), c/a (red circles), and a 1 /a 2 (green circles). e) Strain accommodation in the different domain structures such that within the region of negative curvature (violet regions, for example at 0.6% strain as shown here), the material partitions itself into two domains structures: c/a domains at a strain of 0.1% (right inset) and a 1 /a 2 domains at a strain of 1.35% strain (left inset). f) The resulting temperature-strain phase diagram showing the region of hierarchical domain structure between c/a and a 1 /a 2 regions as an adaptation of classic phase diagrams for this system. matrix, reducing the combined elastic and Landau energies (red circles, Figure 3d ) and producing a classic c/a domain structure (Figure 3a ). In the regime where hierarchical domain architectures are observed, we note that the combined elastic and Landau energies for both the c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures are nearly equivalent; hence they coexist (violet region, Figure 3d ). This coexistence, in turn, is found to be formed by a decomposition of the material into two domain structures which effectively partitions the average biaxial strain by forming the appropriate mixture of c/a domains (which stay clamped to an in-plane strain of ≈0.1%) and a 1 /a 2 domains (which exhibit strains between 1-2% with increasing tensile strain) such that the overall strain balances to the value set by the substrate (≈0.2-0.8%, Figure 3e ). For instance, the hierarchical domain architecture observed at a misfit strain of 0.6% results from a partitioning of the material into c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures with an in-plane strain of ≈0.1% and ≈1.35%, respectively (inset, Figure 3e ). In this regime, any change in epitaxial strain or, by extension, any external perturbation (e.g., electric field, temperature, stress) can be accommodated by changing the relative c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain fractions while keeping the total energy essentially unchanged. Said another way, by constraining the material with the appropriate biaxial strain conditions, it is possible to produce structural competition between different domain structures (analogous to phase competition in MPB systems) in single-phase PbTiO 3 . In fact, the current system exhibits several features characteristic of MPB systems, including: energetic degeneracy of coexisting structures, reduced structural and polarization anisotropy, [3, 36] and low domain-wall-formation energies [37] in the hierarchical domain architectures ( Figure S7 , Supporting Information). Finally, to further distinguish this regime of hierarchical domain architectures from the traditionally observed domain structures, we have used additional temperature-dependent phase-field studies ( Figure S8 , Supporting Information) to approximate this region and provide a revised temperature-strain phase diagram ( Figure 3f ).
The potential for electric-field driven response was explored via PFM-based BEPS [38, 39] (Experimental Section and Figure S9 and S10, Supporting Information) which allows for the visualization of the switching process ( Figure S11 and S12, Supporting Information). To conduct this experiment, we applied a bipolar triangular switching waveform using a scanningprobe tip in a square-grid (3 µm spacing between points) and measured the piezoresponse, phase, cantilever loss, and cantilever contact resonance (indicative of elastic modulus) at each voltage step (a total of four voltage cycles are completed at each point; data in Figure 4 is from the 4th cycle, but the data from the 2nd and 3rd cycles look similar). Prior to, and following switching, PFM and topography scans were obtained and image registry techniques were employed to observe any structural changes. From this analysis, two characteristic switching processes were observed; each of which revealed a high degree of correlation to the initial domain structure. First, switching in a purely c/a region (Figure 4a ) reveals piezo response loops with a sharp, single positive and negative coercive bias, www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com consistent with ferroelectric switching for an out-of-plane polarized, tetragonal ferroelectric (Figure 4b ; Figure S11 , Supporting Information). The voltage-contact resonance frequency loops (Figure 4c ), again indicative of the elastic modulus of the film, reveal a butterfly loop shape with softening of the lattice during the switching, and hardening during saturation, consistent with prior reports. [40] [41] [42] [43] Specifically, as positive bias is applied, there is a rapid change in the piezoresponse as the film switches, resulting in elastic softening up to a bias of ≈4 V. Further increasing the voltage gives rise to saturation of the piezoresponse and, correspondingly, elastic hardening, indicating that the structure has fully reoriented under the applied field. As the bias is decreased towards 0 V, the resonance frequency remains essentially constant until, under negative bias, an identical switching process in the opposite direction is observed. Looking at the initial and final topographic images (Figure 4d ,e, respectively) we note no change in the topography and domain structures.
Focusing now on to the second type of switching, occurring when applying a bias in an a 1 /a 2 domain region (Figure 4f ; additional loops are provided in Figure S12 , Supporting Information), an atypical switching process is observed. The piezoresponse hysteresis loops exhibit intermediate stable states with a reduced piezoresponse (labeled 2 and 4, Figure 4g ) relative to the saturation states (labeled 5 and 3, Figure 4g ). Corresponding analysis of the voltage-contact resonance loops (Figure 4h ), reveals an unconventional response wherein an initial elastic hardening to a stiffer intermediate state is observed (we note that this type of response persists through multiple switching cycles). In particular, upon increasing the bias, there is a rapid and abrupt increase in the contact resonance, indicative of a transition to a mechanically stiffer state (1→2, Figure 4h ), which corresponds to the intermediate, low piezoresponse state (2, Figure 4g ). Considering the anisotropy in stiffness (C 11 ≈ 105 GPa, C 33 ≈ 230 GPa) and piezoelectric coefficients (d 33 ≈ 83.7 pm V −1 , d 11 ≈ 0 pm V −1 ) in tetragonal PbTiO 3 , [44] the transition observed corresponds to a 90° ferroelastic switching from up-polarized c to in-plane polarized a. To validate this observation, contact resonance measurements (without bias) in purely c and a domain regions were completed and reveal an increase in the contact resonance frequency of ≈2000 Hz from c to a (Figure S13 , Supporting Information). Thus, this increase in elastic modulus represents the direct detection of 90° ferroelastic switching from an up-polarized c + to in-plane polarized a. Continuing to increase the positive bias results in an abrupt reduction of the contact resonance indicative of a transition to a mechanically softer state (2→3, Figure 4h ) which corresponds with the saturation of the piezoresponse (3, Figure 4g ). This indicates a second 90° ferroelastic switch from the in-plane polarized a to a down-polarized c − domain. As the field is subsequently reduced, the region under the tip remains downpolarized c − , until reaching the negative coercive field, wherein it undergoes a transition to in-plane polarized a as indicated by a rapid increase in the contact resonance (3→4, Figure 4h ) and the intermediate state with low piezoresponse (4, Figure 4g ). Upon further increasing the negative bias, the material transitions from the in-plane polarized a to an up-polarized c + as indicated by a rapid decrease in the contact resonance (4→5, Figure 4h ) and saturation of the piezoresponse (5, Figure 4g ).
Comparison of the initial (Figure 4i ) and final (Figure 4j ) topographic images reveals the nucleation of a stable c domain within the a 1 /a 2 matrix. These studies illuminate the role of domain-structure competition in reducing clamping effects, which results in an acoustically detected two-step, three-state ferroelectric switching process, and facilitates the interconversion of ferroelastic domain structure variants.
Such facile electric-field-driven ferroelastic switching provides a promising route to controllably reconfigure domain architectures important for a range of applications. To demonstrate the potential of this system, we focus on a hierarchical domain architectures consisting almost entirely of a 1 /a 2 domain structures (as found in films at ε s = 0.7%). As-grown, the films reveal a flat topography (height, Figure 5a ) and a diminished out-of-plane piezoresponse (color scale, Figure 5a ) corresponding to a 1 /a 2 domain structures. A bias pattern (7 V) was applied using the PFM tip to ferroelastically write an array of out-of-plane polarized c domain lines which protrude from the surface (height, Figure 5b ) and exhibit enhanced out-ofplane piezoresponse (color scale, Figure 5b ). To erase these c domains, in-plane electric fields (≈100 kV cm −1 ) were applied using interdigitated electrodes restoring the as-grown topography (height, Figure 5c ) and out-of-plane piezoresponse (color scale, Figure 5c ). Line traces across the switched regions (height, Figure 5a -c) reveal that the electric-field induced ferroelastic interconversion from a to c is accompanied by ≈0.5 nm changes in the surface topography; corresponding to large and recoverable out-of-plane electromechanical strains of ≈1.25%. The versatility of this effect is demonstrated by electrically writing an arbitrary pattern over a large area (resembling the Cal logo, Figure 5d ). Such deterministic, reversible, and nonvolatile control of ferroelastic switching-in a clamped thin film no less-is promising to control the dielectric, optical, acoustic, etc., properties of materials at the nanoscale which has implications for a range of applications including nanoelectromechanical systems, [45] reconfigurable metamaterials, [46, 47] piezotronics, [48] smart/adaptable surfaces and modules, [49, 50] and much more. For example, in addition to the large changes in topography and piezoresponse, the inherent anisotropy in PbTiO 3 means that these same ferroelastic interconversions give rise to a reversible ≈23% change in the local Young's modulus of the material ( Figure S13 and S14, Supporting Information). Such effects point to a rich potential for exotic nanoscale design of materials and mesostructures.
In summary, a strain-based pathway to induce domainstructure competition in PbTiO 3 has been demonstrated to result in field-induced ferroelastic interconversions that give rise to large responses. Such effects are made possible by the nearly energetically degenerate, hierarchical domain architectures of coexisting c/a and a 1 /a 2 domain structures which drives an acoustically detectable two-step, three-state ferroelastic switching process. This allows for deterministic writing and erasure of ferroelastic domain-structure variants with large out-of-plane electromechanical strains (≈1.25%) and tunability of the local piezoresponse and elastic modulus (>23%). Such structures, in turn, are useful for deterministic control of nanoscale modulations in thermal, electrical, mechanical, and optical susceptibilities and motivate the exploration of other systems wherein similar approaches can be used to induce www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com hierarchical ferroelastic domain architectures capable of exhibiting new functionalities and improved performance.
Experimental Section
Film Growth and Samples: Single-layer PbTiO 3 thin films were synthesized via pulsed-laser deposition using a KrF excimer laser (248 nm, LPX 300, Coherent), in an on-axis geometry with a 60 mm target-to-substrate spacing. Films were grown on SrTiO 3 (001), DyScO 3 (110), GdScO 3 (110), and SmScO 3 (110) substrates which were affixed to the heater using Ag-paint and subsequently heated to the deposition temperature of 675 °C in a dynamic oxygen pressure of 200 mTorr. 40 nm thick PbTiO 3 thin films were grown on these substrates by ablating PbTiO 3 targets (Praxair) at a laser fluence of 1.8 J cm −2 , and a laser repetition rate of 15 Hz. The BEPS studies were conducted on 80 nm thick PbTiO 3 films that were grown on 20 nm thick Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 RuO 3buffered SmScO 3 (110) substrates. The Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 RuO 3 bottom electrode layer was grown on SmScO 3 (110) substrates at a heater temperature of 750 °C in a dynamic oxygen pressure of 20 mTorr by ablating a Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 RuO 3 target (Praxair) at a laser fluence of 1.8 J cm −2 and a laser repetition rate of 2 Hz. Following growth, all heterostructures were cooled to room temperature in a static oxygen pressure of 760 Torr at 5 °C min −1 .
Structural Characterization-Laboratory-Based X-Ray Diffraction: Wideangle θ-2θ X-ray diffraction patterns and symmetric reciprocal space maps were obtained with a Panalytical X'Pert Pro XRD machine with a Cu source.
Structural Characterization-Synchrotron X-Ray diffraction: 3D reciprocal space maps providing additional insights into the structure of hierarchical domain architectures observed in the PbTiO 3 /GdScO 3 (110) heterostructures were obtained at the Sector 33-BM-C beamline of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. In order to obtain a highly monochromatic beam with negligible higher-order harmonics, a double crystal monochromator in conjunction with two mirrors was used. Moreover, excellent accuracy of a Huber 4-circle diffractometer in combination with a PILATUS 100K pixel detector allowed to determine the orientation of the crystal reliably and obtain the scans with high accuracy. The X-ray wavelength used for these measurements was 0.8 Å (15.5 keV).
Topography and Domain Structure Characterization: Study of the PbTiO 3 thin films was carried out using atomic force microscope (AFM) (MFP-3D, Asylum Research). Dual AC Resonance Tracking piezoresponse force microscopy was used to image the domain structure.
Phase-Field Studies for Domain Structure Evolution: In the phasefield modeling of the single layer PbTiO 3 thin films, the evolution of the polarization was obtained by solving the time-dependent Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire equations
where P i is the polarization vector, x and t are position the time, and L is the kinetic coefficient related to the domain wall mobility. The contributions to the total free energy F include the Landau bulk energy, elastic energy, electric (electrostatic) energy, and gradient energy, i.e.
Detailed expressions for each of the energy density contributions, and the material constants for PbTiO 3 used in the simulations were collected from the literature and these include the Landau potentials, elastic constants, electrostrictive coefficients, background dielectric constants, and gradient energy coefficients. [28, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] 3D phase-field simulations of PbTiO 3 was done using a realistic 3D geometry sampled on a fine grid mesh of (128Δx 1 ) × (128Δx 2 ) × (32Δx 3 29, 1702069 air are (10Δx 3 ), (20Δx 3 ), and (2Δx 3 ), respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the in-plane direction (x 1 and x 2 ) while the thin film was simulated by properly choosing the mechanical and electrical boundary condition along the out-of-plane direction (x 3 ). Random noise was used as the initial setup to simulate the thermal fluctuation during the annealing process. This was employed to obtain equilibrium roomtemperature domain structures for an extensive range of misfit strain values from −2.5% to 2.5%. Each of these structures stabilized from random noise was then subjected to a subsequent set of simulations in which their initial misfit strain was systematically varied from −2.5% to 2.5% to obtain a new set of final equilibrium states. This methodology yielded a number of different structures for each value of misfit strain. Subsequent analysis was conducted on domain configurations possessing the lowest energy for each value of misfit strains.
Band-Excitation Piezoresponse Spectroscopy: Studies were performed at the Center for Nanophase Materials Science at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a custom Cypher microscope (Asylum Research) controlled with a Labview-and Matlab-based band-excitation controller. A bipolar triangular switching waveform was applied using a scanningprobe tip in a square-grid (3 µm spacing between points) and measured the piezoresponse, phase, cantilever loss, and cantilever contact resonance at each voltage step. The use of band excitation for these measurements was crucial as it minimized effects from changing tip-sample contact resonances that can alter the observed response, enabling the measurement of piezoresponse to be consistent throughout multiple dimensions (i.e., frequency, spatial, voltage, time, and so on; Figure S9 and S10, Supporting Information). All measurements were carried out using Pt/Ir-coated probe tip (NanoSensor PPP-EFM). BEPS measurements were measured at a resonance frequency of ≈330 kHz (with a BE bandwidth of 60 kHz). The DC voltage was chosen such that the piezoelectric hysteresis loops were saturated in both the positive and negative direction. The local piezoresponse was measured at remanence (following a dwell time of 0.5 ms) with a BE waveform of sinc character with a Vpp of 1 V. Unlike conventional PFM techniques which measure the local piezoresponse with a scanning probe at a single or dual frequencies near the cantilever resonance, BEPS measures piezoresponse using a frequency band near the cantilever resonance, enabling direct measurement of the full cantilever resonance characteristics.
Photothermal Excitation Contact Rresonance AFM Measurements: These measurements were employed to obtain contact resonance maps for PbTiO 3 thin films with hierarchical domain architectures, providing an estimate of elastic modulus differences between the c-and a-oriented domains. These studies were conducted at the Center for Nanophase Materials Science at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and were performed under ambient environment on a commercial AFM (Cypher, Asylum Research) equipped with a BlueDrive photothermal excitation module. Pt/Ir-coated conductive Si probes, Nanosensor PPP-EFM, were used, which typically have a moderate stiffness of 4-5 N m −1 and resonance frequency of 75-80 kHz as experimentally found. The set point force was maintained at ≈350 nN for all contactmode measurements. Typically, 1-5 mW BlueDrive laser power was used to excite the cantilevers leading to a dynamic indentation force of a few tens' nN. The contact resonance frequency shifts as a function of the local elastic stiffness of samples and as such is captured in the image/spectrum data.
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